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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
A few years ago I wrote a paper [S] giving necessary and sufficient syn- 
tactic conditions on an algebraic theory T for the variety of T-algebras to 
be a topos. More recently, Charles Wells asked me what can be said about 
T if one merely assumes that T-Alg is Cartesian closed; oddly, although this 
question forms a very natural “supplementary” to that answered in [S], I 
had not previously considered it. In this paper we present the somewhat 
surprising answer to the question “When is a variety Cartesian closed?’ We 
shall show that, although not all such varieties are toposes, they are all 
obtained from toposes by a specific “collapsing construction” which preser- 
ves Cartesian closedness. Moreover, the toposes which collapse to varieties 
are more common than might have been supposed; they include all 
presheaf toposes, for example. 
In this paper we shall continue the convention of [S] that “variety” 
means any category monadic over Set; that is, our algebraic operations are 
not assumed to be finitary-although, in order to simplify the notation, we 
shall generally write them as if they were finitary. (The reader may verify 
that all our results remain valid, without any essential change in the proofs, 
if the cardinals 1, m, n, which appear as the arities of operations are 
allowed to be inlinite.) 
Before proceeding further, it will be convenient to recall the main 
theorem of [S]: 
THEOREM 1.1. For a non-degenerate algebraic theory T, the following are 
equivalent :
(1) T-Alg is a topos. 
(2) T-Alg is locally cartesian closed, i.e., the slice category T-Alg/A is 
cartesian closed,for each T-algebra A. 
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(3) (a) T has no pseudo-constants (i.e., unary operations u for which 
the identity u(x) = u(y) is valid), and 
(b) Given any operation p(x ,, . . . . x,) of T, there exist an operation 
4(Y 1 , ..., y,), two m-tuples of unary operations u,, vi (1 <j< m), and a 
function c1: { 1, 2, . . . . m} --) (1, 2, . . . . n} such that the identities 
du, Y, u2 Y, ..‘, urn Y) = Y 
and 
are valid. 
uj Ptxl 2 ..., ,u,) = V,(X,(,,) (1 <j<m) 
Actually, condition (2) did not appear in [S]. However, in proving the 
implication (1) =+ (3) in [S], we made use at only one point (Lemma 2.2) 
of a property of T-Alg which does not follow from local Cartesian closed- 
ness; and Lemma 3.2 in the present paper will provide a substitute for that 
step. 
In order to state the main theorem of this paper, we need to introduce 
a few new definitions. If d is a topos, we define the two-valued collapse J’,,, 
of 6 to be the full subcategory of & whose objects are all the well-supported 
objects of & (i.e., those A such that the unique map A + 1 is epi) together 
with the initial object 0. In Section 5 below we shall show that &t,, is 
Cartesian closed; in Section 6 we shall sketch how & may be recovered from 
it (up to equivalence). 
Next, we introduce some notation for operations of an algebraic theory: 
if p(x,, . . . . x,), q(y,, . . . . ym), and r(y,, . . . . y,) are three operations of a 
theory T, we shall write q =p,r r (where 1 6 i < n) to mean that “q and r are 
indistinguishable in the ith place of p,” i.e., that the identity 
P(X 12 ...? xj- 13 q(Y, 3 ...5 Ym), xi+ 12 ...2 x,r) 
= p(x,, . . . . xi-, , r(y,, . . . . Y,), xi+ 1, . . . . x,) 
is valid. (It is not supposed that q and r necessarily involve exactly the 
same set of variables, but the xi (j # i) are assumed to be distinct from each 
other and from the yk.) 
Third, we introduce a strengthening of the condition that a theory T has 
no pseudo-constants. We shall say that the operations of T are strongly 
non-constant if, whenever we have an identity of the form 
Ph, 2 . . . . XJ = dv,(xa,,,), “‘9 ~m(QnJ) 
and p does not depend on the variable x, (i.e., the identity y =P,i z holds, 
where y and z are distinct variables), then q( y,, . . . . ~1,~) does not depend on 
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any yj with a(j) = i. For non-degenerate T, this implies that T has no 
pseudo-constants: for if v, is a pseudo-constant, hen on taking p = U, and 
q to be the identity unary operation, we deduce that the identity is pseudo- 
constant, i.e., that T is degenerate. In general, the assertion that T has 
strongly non-constant operations is strictly stronger than condition (3)(a) 
of Theorem 1.1 (see Remark 8.1 below), but it is implied by the conjunction 
of (3)(a) and (3)(b) (see Remark 8.2). 
Our main theorem may now be stated as follows; its formal similarity to 
Theorem 1.1 will be apparent. 
THEOREM 1.2. For a non-degenerate algebraic theory T, the following are 
equivalent :
(1) T-Alg is the two-valued collapse of a topos. 
(2) T-Alg is Cartesian closed. 
(3) (a) The operations of T are strongly non-constant, and 
(b) Given any operation p(x,, . . . . x,) of T, there exist an operation 
dY 1, ..., y,), two m-tuples of unary operations ui, v, (1 6 j,< m), and a 
function LX: { 1, . . . . m} + { 1, . . . . n} such that the identities 
4(u, Y> u2 Y? ".T urn Y) = Y 
and 
ujP(xl > “‘9 xn) 'y,j vj(xN(,)) (l,<j<m) 
are valid. 
On the way to the proof of Theorem 1.2, we shall require a characteriza- 
tion of those varieties which have subobject classifiers, which is again 
formally similar to 1.1: 
THEOREM 1.3. For an algebraic theory T in which every pseudo-constant 
is a constant, the,following are equivalent: 
(1) T-Alg has a subobject classifier. 
(2) For every T-algebra A, the lattice of subalgebras of A is a Heyting 
algebra. 
(3) Given any operation p(x,, . . . . x,,) of T, there exist an operation 
9(Y 1 > ...> y,), two m-tuples of unary operations ui, vi (1 d j< m), and a 
function a: { 1, . . . . m} + { 1, . . . . n) such that the identities 
4(u, P(Xl> ...> x,), . ..> u, P(X, 9 . ..> x,)1 = P(X, > “‘> x,1 
and 
u, P(X, 3 ..., x,1 = V,(X,(jJ (1 G j<m) 
are valid. 
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Although Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 are all special to the case of single- 
sorted theories, it turns out that a theorem of Barr [ 1 ] allows us to recover 
part of them for many-sorted theories (that is, for categories monadic over 
Set” for some n, where as usual the cardinal n may be finite or infinite). In 
particular, we shall see that the equivalence of (1) and (2) in Theorem 1.1 
remains valid for non-degenerate many-sorted T, and we shall establish 
THEOREM 1.4. For a category &, the following are equivalent: 
(1) 8 is locally Cartesian closed and a non-degenerate many-sorted 
variety. 
(2) 8 is a topos and & is a non-degenerate single-sorted variety. 
(3) & is a non-degenerate Grothendieck topos with a set of projective 
generators. 
(The meaning of non-degenerateness for many-sorted varieties will be 
discussed in Section 9 below.) 
The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the proof 
of Theorem 1.3, and Section 3 to the proof of the equivalence of (2) and (3) 
in Theorem 1.2. In Section 4, we investigate a class of theories (com- 
mutative hyperaffine theories) whose varieties of algebras are Cartesian 
closed but not (except in the trivial case) toposes; these provide motivation 
for the definition of two-valued collapse, which we investigate in general in 
Section 5 (in particular, the implication (1) * (2) of Theorem 1.2 is proved 
in the latter section). Section 6 sketches the proof of the “reconstruction 
theorem” which shows how a topos may be recovered from its two-valued 
collapse; Section 7 completes the proof of Theorem 1.2, by showing that 
condition (3) of 1.2 implies that T-Alg satisfies the hypotheses of the 
reconstruction theorem. In Section 8 we make some remarks about the 
relationship between Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, and discuss some exam- 
ples of varieties which satisfy their hypotheses; in the process we prove the 
equivalence of (2) and (3) in Theorem 1.4. Finally, in Section 9 we discuss 
many-sorted varieties, and complete the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
In addition to my indebtedness to Charles Wells for asking the question 
which prompted the research described in this paper, I am deeply indebted 
to Peter Freyd for giving me the courage to believe that Theorem 1.2 might 
be true, and for his helpful suggestions on how to prove it: in particular, 
for pointing out the possibility of proving Theorem 1.3, and for reminding 
me of the construction in [S] of the topos ‘A (which, although it does 
not appear explicitly in this paper, was an important guiding light in 
establishing the results of Sections 6 and 7). Most of the work described 
here was carried out while I was visiting the Universities of Chicago and 
Pennsylvania in January and February 1988; I am grateful to both institu- 
tions for their hospitality. 
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2. VARIETIES WITH SUBOBJECT CLASSIFIERS 
Let %? be a category with finite limits. As usual, by a subobject classifier 
in %? we mean an object 52 equipped with a specified map T: 1 + 52 (where 
1 is the terminal object of W) such that any monomorphism A’ ++ A in %’ 
is uniquely expressible as a pullback of T. 
LEMMA 2.1. Is97 has a subobject classifier, then for any object A qf @T the 
subobjects of A ,form a Brouwerian semilattice. 
ProoJ Just as in a topos, we may define the binary intersection map 
A: Q x Q + R as the classifying map of (T, T): 1 ++ Sz x Q (the intersection 
of n:(T) and n:(T)), the order-relation Q, z=--+ Q x Q as the equalizer of rc, 
and A, and the implication +: Q x B -+ Q as the classifying map of Q, 
(cf. [7, 1.49(ii) and 3.51(ii)]). Then, given subobjects A,, A,, A, of A, we 
may verify that A, < (A, a,,, A,) as subobjects of A (where aA denotes the 
binary operation on subobjects obtained from a) iff A, n A, <A, n A3 as 
subobjects of A,, iff A l n AZ < A, as subobjects of A. 1 
If %‘=T-Alg for some algebraic theory T, then we know that the sub- 
objects of any T-algebra A form a complete lattice; so 2.1 implies that 
they form a (complete) Heyting algebra, or equivalently that the infinite 
distributive law 
An 1 Bi= c (AnB,) 
ItI rcl 
holds for subalgebras. For a tinitary theory T, the infinite distributive law 
holds iff the finite one does, since subalgebra lattices are always algebraic 
in this case. (Note that we do not assert that L2, if it exists in T-Alg, is an 
internal Heyting algebra: although binary joins of subalgebras exist in 
T-Alg, they need not be preserved under pullback, and so will not in 
general be induced by a map V: Q x D --+ 52.) 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose subalgebra lattices in T-Alg are infinitely dis- 
tributive. Then condition (3) of Theorem 1.3 holds. 
ProoJ Given an operation p(x,, . . . . x,,), let A be the subalgebra 
generated by p in the free T-algebra F(x,, . . . . x,) on n generators, and let 
B; (1 d id n) be the subalgebra generated by x,. Then p E A n C;= 1 Bi, so 
by hypothesis we have p E Cy=, (A n Bi), i.e., p may be obtained by apply- 
ing some operation (q, say) of T to a family of terms which lie in 
WY= I(A n Bi). But A n Bi consists of those terms up(x,, . . . . x,) for which 
there is an identity up(x,, . . . . x,) = v(xi) (here u, v are unary operations of 
T); so this says precisely that (3) holds. 1 
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For linitary theories T, the equivalence of condition (3) of 1.3 with dis- 
tributivity of subalgebra lattices may well have been known previously (the 
converse of Lemma 2.2 is not hard to prove directly), but I have not been 
able to find it in the literature of universal algebra. There is a well-known 
syntactic condition for congruence lattices in T-Alg to be distributive, due 
to B. Jonsson [9]; but subalgebra lattices seem generally to have received 
much less attention than congruence lattices. 
We have now proved the implications (1) * (2) =z- (3) of 1.3; to complete 
the circle, we must construct a subobject classifier in T-Alg for any T 
satisfying (3). Now if T-Alg has a subobject classifier Q, then elements of 
(the underlying set of) Q must correspond to homomorphisms F(x) --t Q in 
T-Alg, where F(x) is the free algebra on one generator, and hence to 
subalgebras of F(x); so let us define Q to be the set of such subalgebras, 
and try to impose a T-algebra structure on it. 
Given an n-ary operation p of T and subalgebras A,, A,, . . . . A, of F(x), 
we define 
Pat A I > ..., A,,)= 
i I 
4x1 up(x,, . . . . X,)E i ‘4,x, , 
,=I I 
where A,xi denotes the subalgebra {v(xi)l Utah} of F(x,, . . . . x,). In 
particular, for a unary operation u of T we have u,(A) = {u 1 uu E A }; and 
for a constant k we have k, = F(x) because uk belongs to any subalgebra, 
for any u. More generally, for any p we have p,(F(x), . . . . F(x)) = F(x), since 
Xy=, F(x;) is the whole of F(x,, . . . . x,,); so (assuming the result we are just 
about to prove) {F(x)} is a singleton subalgebra of 52. 
LEMMA 2.3. Q is a T-algebra. 
Proof: Suppose we have an equation 
P(x,, . . . . x,) = q(r,(x,, . . . . x,1, -., rm(x,, . . . . x,)) 
in T. Given subalgebras A,, . . . . A,,, we must show for any u~F(x) that 
~EPC@,, . ..> A,) * ~4 Eqn((rl In (A ,, -, A,), . . . . (r,& (A,, . . . . A,)). 
Suppose u belongs to the right-hand side. Then we can write 
UdY,> ...? Y,) =f(u, Y%(l), ...Y U,Yx,,,) 
for some f and some vj E (Tort j,)a (A 1, . . . . A,). But then 
w(x, 3 . . . . x,1 =f(ul rz(lj(xIT ..., x,1, . . . . u,r,&, , -., x,1), 
and for each J we have ujr,c.j, (x I, . . . . x,)EC~=, A,xi. Since C Aixi is a 
subalgebra, we deduce that it contains up(x,, . . . . x,,), as required. 
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Conversely, suppose u E P&A 1, . . . . A,). Applying condition (3) of 1.3 to 
the operation uy(y,, . . . . y,), we obtain 
for some f and uli, where w,uq(y,, . . . . y,) = t,(~,,~,) for some t, and a. 
Substituting r,(x, , . . . . x,?) for yi (1 < i6 m) in the latter equation, we 
obtain tjra,,)(.x,, . . . . x,,) = wiup(x,, . . . . x,,) EC;= 1 Aix,, so that t,e (r,,,)), 
(A , , . . . . A,,). But since 
UY(Y, 2 ..., Y,) =.f(tl(Yncr,L “.T tl(Ydl)))? 
we deduce that u~q~((r,)~ (A,, . . . . A,), . . . . (r,)n (A,, . . . . A,)). 
We must also verify that the projection operations of T are interpreted 
as the product projections Q” + Q. For this we need to use the hypothesis 
on pseudo-constants in 1.3: we need to show that 
and this could only fail if T has a pseudo-constant but no constants, 
Aj = 0 and some other Ai is non-empty. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The T-algebra Cl, together with its singleton suh- 
algebra {F(x)}, is a suhobject classifier ,for T-Alg. 
Proof: Let A’ be a subalgebra of a T-algebra A. We define a map 
h:A+Q by 
h(a) = {u(x) / uJa) E A’} 
(again, it is easy to see that h(a) is a subalgebra of F(x)). Clearly, 
h(a) = F(x) iff a E A’, and h is uniquely determined by this condition plus 
the requirement that it commute with unary operations of T, since 
U(X)E h(a) iff unh(a)= F(x). To complete the proof, we must show that h 
commutes with operations of arity greater than 1, i.e., that if p is any n-ary 
operation of T, we have 
4x1 E h(p,(a,, -., a,)) * 4~) E dh(a, ), . . . . h(4). 
Once again, the right-to-left implication is straightforward (and makes no 
use of condition (3)). For the converse, apply (3) to up(x,, . . . . x,); we have 
UP(X, 3 . . . . x,) = 4(“, UP(X, 9 . . . . x,), . . . . w,up(x, 3 . . . . x,)), 
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where w,up(x,, . . . . x,) = uj(x,(,)) for each j. From the latter equations, we 
deduce 
tUj)A Caci( j)) = twj)A uA PAtal 3 ...) a,T) E A', 
so ri~h(aXCj,), and hence UE p,(h(a,), . . . . h(a,,)), as required. 1 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
3. CARTESIAN CLOSED VARIETIES 
In any Cartesian closed category % the functors (-)x A, being left 
adjoints, preserve whatever colimits may exist in %‘. If W is a variety T-Alg, 
then we know that the free algebra F(x,, . . . . x,) on n generators is the 
coproduct of n copies F(x,), 1 6 i < n, of the free algebra on one generator; 
so, for any A, F(x,, . . . . x,) x A must be the coproduct of the F(x,) x A. 
Perhaps surprisingly, this necessary condition for Cartesian closedness is 
also sufficient: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. T-Alg is Cartesian closed iff F(x, , . . . . x,~) x A is the 
coproduct of the F(x;) x A (16 i 6 n), for any n and any T-algebra A. 
Proof: The necessity of the condition has already been explained. For 
the sufficiency, we observe (as in the proof of the implication (3) * (1) of 
1.3) that elements of the exponential BA, if it exists, must correspond to 
homomorphisms F(x) + BA and hence to homomorphisms F(x) x A + B. 
So let us define BA to be the set of homomorphisms F(x) x A + B; the 
problem is now to define a T-algebra structure on this set. Suppose 
given an n-ary operation p of T and an n-tuple of homomorphisms 
A.: F(x) x A + B (1 < i6 n). By assumption, there is a unique homo- 
morphism 
whose restriction to F(xi) x A is f,, for each i. Now we define pBa(f,, . . . . f,) 
to be the composite T((p x id), where p: F(x) + F(x,, . . . . x,) is the unique 
homomorphism sending the generator x to p(x,, . . . . x,). It is now 
straightforward to verify that this definition yields a T-algebra structure 
on BA. 
Moreover, we have a map eu: BA x A -+ B defined by ev(f, a) = f(x, a) 
(where x denotes the identity unary operation); and this is a homo- 
morphism because 
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euMfl 2 . . . . f,), ~(a,, . . . . a,,)) =fMx,~ . . . . ~4, ~(a,, . . . . a,)) 
= Pe(.f(X, ) a, 1, ‘.‘3 7(x,, %)) 
= Pe(.f,(4 a,), “‘5 .fik 47)) 
for any p. If h: C x A -+ B is any homomorphism, we define h: C -+ BA by 
h(c)(u(x), a) = h(u,(c), a). To verify that h is a homomorphism, note that 
whereas 
4Pc(C, > ..., c,,))(u(x), a) = h(+P,~(c,, “‘3 c,,), a) 
p,44c, ), . . . . h(c,))(u(x), a) =f(wb,, ..., x,), a) 
(wheref, = h(ci)). But the hypothesis that F(x,, . . . . x,) x A is the coproduct 
of the F(xi) x A implies in particular that it is generated by their union; so 
we can express any element of it (in particular the pair (up(x,, . . . . x,), a)) 
in the form q((u,(x,,,J, a,), . . . . (u,,(x .(,,), a,)) for some choice of q, vi, u,, 
and CL Now we have 
.7lUPb, 3 ...3 x,,), a) = 4Lo=(U,bZ(,,)> a,), ...? .fbL7k(*,)> %J) 
= 4B(.f?(l,(UIb)> a, )3 ...? L(m,(Um(x)~ a,)) 
= qs(h(u,(c %(I ,)> a, ), ...> h(um(c,(m,)~ %J) 
=h(qc(~,(cz,,,)~ ...> um(c,(mJ)> 4A(Q, 9 .‘.5 Urn)) 
= h(ucpc(c,, . . . . c,), a) 
as required. And it is clear that h is the unique homomorphism satisfying 
eu(h x idA) = h, since any such must satisfy 
4c)(u(x), a) = UB44C))(X> a) = 4%-(c))(x, 0) = h(u,(c), a); 
so we have an adjunction (0 x A + (OA, i.e., T-Alg is Cartesian closed. 1 
Note that, even if T-Alg is not Cartesian closed, the argument of 
the above proof may be used to characterize the exponentiable objects of 
T-Alg (i.e., those A such that (-)x A has a right adjoint). However, I 
do not know any example of a non-Cartesian-closed variety containing an 
interesting class of exponentiable objects. 
Now we begin the task of extracting syntactic information from the 
condition of 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf T-Alg is cartesian closed, then T has strongly nonconstant 
operations. 
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Proof: Suppose the operation q(u,(x,(,)), . . . . v,(x,(,))) does not depend 
on one of the variables x1, . . . . x, appearing in it-say on x,-and to sim- 
plify the notation let us assume cc(j) = 1 iff 1 < j < 1. We consider the 
product 
&,, xl,, x2, ..., x,) x 4 
where A = F(y,, . . . . y,), as the coproduct of F(xi) x A (16 if n) and 
F(x’,) x A. Let B be the free algebra on (m + I) generators zj (1 d j < m) and 
zi (1 <j< I); let f: A + B be the homomorphism which sends vj to z., 
(1 < j < m), and f’ the homomorphism which sends y, to zi if i 9 I and to 
zi otherwise. Now let 
h: F(x,, x;, x2, . . . . x,,) x A + B 
be the unique homomorphism which restricts to f7c2 on F(xi) x A (1 < i < n) 
and tof’x, on F(x’,) x A. In F(x,, x;, x2, . . . . x,) x A, we have the equation 
where xi = x, for i > 1; applying h to each side, we obtain 
q(z, > ...2 zm) = qvl, . . . . 4, Zlf 1 > “‘2 z,). 
So q does not depend on any of its first I variables. 1 
As we observed in Section 1, the conclusion of Lemma 3.2 implies (for 
non-degenerate theories T) that T has no pseudo-constants. The lemma 
thus provides a substitute for Lemma 2.2 of [S], which does not require 
the hypothesis that coproducts in T-Alg are disjoint, and so completes the 
proof of the implication (2) = (3) in Theorem 1.1. Of course, the absence 
of pseudo-constants implies that coproducts are disjoint, and we shall 
exploit this in what follows: for the rest of this section we shall assume that 
we are dealing with a (necessarily non-degenerate) theory T having no 
pseudo-constant operations, and we shall (generally without explicit men- 
tion) make use of the fact that distinct summands of a coproduct in T-Alg 
have empty intersection. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose T-Alg is Cartesian closed. Then, for any operation 
p(x, 9 ..., x,) of T, there exist an operation q(y,, . . . . y,), two m-tuples of 
#nary operations uj, vi (1 < j < m), and a function K { 1, . . . . m} + { 1, . . . . n}, 
such that the identities 
q(u, Y, ...3 umY)=Y 
and 
d~I(X,(1))~ ...Y ~,k(,))) = P(X, 9 . ..J x,) 
are valid. 
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Proof: Since F(x,, . . . . x,)x F(y) is the coproduct of the F(xi) x F(y) 
(1 Q i < n), it is generated by their union; so the element 
(P(Xl I “‘> x,,), 4’) 
must be obtainable by applying some operation q of T to some m-tuple of 
elements (uj(xXci)), ai( of Ur=, F(xi) x F(y). But this says exactly that 
the equations above are satisfied. 1 
Clearly, the equations of 3.3 imply that 
du, P(Xl? ...2 x,)7 ...? &nP(X, > ...3 x,)) = dVI(X,(I,)> ...? v,kz(m,)); (*I 
but this is weaker than the assertion made in condition (3)(b) of 
Theorem 1.2. However, we have: 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose T-Alg is Cartesian closed. Then, for any operations 
p, q, uj, v1 and ,function CI such that the identity (*) above is valid, we also 
have 
uj PtxI 2 “‘) xn) =y. j uj(xs(,)) 
for 16 j<m. In particular, T satisfies condition (3)(b) of Theorem 1.2. 
Proof In the product F( y, , . . . . y,) x F(x,, . . . . x,~), we have the identity 
q((L’,, Ul P(X, 3 “., x,)), ..., (Y,n, u, Pb, I “‘3 x,))) 
=q((Y,? VI(X,(I))), “‘> (Ym um&n,))). (t) 
We regard F(y,, . . . . y,) x F(x,, . . . . x,) as the coproduct of the F(yj) x 
F(x 1 , ..., x,), and consider the homomorphism 
h: F( y, , . . . . ,~rn)~F(~~,...,x,)~F(x~,...,x,, YI, ...j Yj-1, J’,+I,..., I’m) 
whose restriction to F( y,) x F(x,, . . . . x,) is fr2, and whose restriction to 
F( y,,) x F(x,, . . . . x,) (j’ # j) is g,.7c1 (where f and gj, are the inclusions of 
F(x 1, ..., xn) and F(y,.), respectively, into the codomain of h). Applying h to 
the two sides of the identity (7) we obtain 
q(Yl, ...2 Yj-l, ujP(xlt ...t xn), Y,+l> ...3 Ym) 
=4(4’1> “.> 4(,-12 u,(xx(j))9 Y,+l, “.v Ym) 
as required. 1 
Combining Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, we have now proved the implication 
(2) =z= (3) of Theorem 1.2. We remark that those readers who are primarily 
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interested in the equivalence of (1) and (2) in 1.2 may skip the rest of this 
section: in proving that every Cartesian closed variety is a collapsed topos, 
we shall make use of the syntactic condition (3), but we shall not need to 
know that it implies (2). Nonetheless, (3) does imply (2); we now prove 
this fact. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose T satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 1.2. Then 
T-Alg is Cartesian closed. 
Proof: We use the criterion of Proposition 3.1. Let A be an arbitrary 
T-algebra (we assume A is non-empty; if A = @ there is nothing to prove). 
First we observe that F(x,, . . . . x,)x A is generated by the union of its 
subalgebras F(x,) x A (1 < i< n); for if (p(xl, . . . . xn), a) is any element of 
the former, the equations of (3)(b) allow us to express it in the form 
q((u,(x,~,J~ u,(a)), . . . . (~,(x,,,J~ k(a))). 
Now suppose that we have an equation of the form 
p((~~(x,~~J~ a,), .-, (u,b,~,~L a,)) 
= 4MX~Cl,)? h), ...Y (u,(xpc,,), b,)) 
between elements of F((xr, . . . . x,) x A (i.e., that 
PAa,, . . . . a,) = q,Ab,, . . . . b,) (=c, say) 
and that the identity 
P(uI(x,(l))Y ...? hn(X,(m))) = qMxp(l,h ...3 Ul(-Q,,)) 
is valid). As in the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [S], we must show that this 
equation is a consequence of equations which hold within the individual 
F(xi) x A. To this end, we first apply condition (3)(b) to p, to obtain an 
operation Y( y, , . . . . yk) and unary operations w, (1 < j < k) such that 
dwI y, *.., wk y) = y 
and, for each j, 
r(y,, . . . . Yj-~~W~P(ZIt...tzrn), J’j+l,...> yk) (1) 
depends on only one zi (say on zYCjJ). Now it follows that 
O,, . . . . Yj- 1~ wjP(u1(xm(I)), ..Y Um(Xx(m))), Y,+ 1, ...Y yk) 
depends only on the y,, (j’# j) and on xXyCi). Replacing p(u,xac,), . . . . 
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u,x,cm,) by du,xg(w . ..> uIxpC,)) and applying condition 
that 
(3)(a), we deduce 
r(y, 9 ‘..t y,- I > “‘,dz; > ..., z;), y,, 1, “‘, y, 1 (2) 
does not depend on any zi with b(i) # ccy(j). To simplify the notation, let 
us assume for the moment that p(i) = cry(j) iff 1 d id d. 
Now let sj(y, zYCjI) be the term obtained by setting all the yj, (j’#j) 
equal to y in (1) (and discarding the redundant z,), and let ti(~j, z’, , . . . . z;) 
be similarly obtained by setting the y,, equal in (2). Then we have 
b,)A cc, a;,, j,) = (fj)A (G b, 2 ...3 bd) 
in A. However, by applying condition (3)(b) once again to r, we obtain an 
r-ary operation f and an equation of the form 
r(Y, 3 -.) yk) =fkl r(y, 3 -., yklr -, g,O,, .-, yk)) (3) 
in which each term g,r(yl, . . . . yk) may be replaced by gir applied to some 
other k-tuple, provided just one of the variables (the G(i)th, say) is held 
constant. In particular, on substituting w,p(z,, . . . . z,) for yj (1 dj<k) in 
(3), we obtain 
P(Z, > . . . . z,) =.f(g,~,(l,(YI~ z;~6(1,)~ ...2 ‘wBC,,(Y,~ zyd,e))), 
and similarly we have 
WI > “., 4=f(gl4scl,(Yl~ z’,), .‘.> g,f6(e)(Yc, z’,)h 
where zi denotes the appropriate tuple of z’ variables in each case. So we 
deduce that the equality between p and q, from which we started, is a con- 
sequence of the equalities between the sj and tj, each of which holds within 
some particular F(x,?~,,) x A. 1 
This completes the proof of equivalence of (2) and (3) in Theorem 1.2. 
4. COMMUTATIVE HYPERAFFINE THEORIES 
We recall that an algebraic theory T is said to be commutative if its 
operations all commute with each other, i.e., if, given operations p and q 
(of arities n and m, say), the identity 
P(4(X,lt ...3 Xhh ...> 4(x,, 3 ...3 x,,)) = dP(X Ilr “‘> ,~,,I), ..‘1 P(.~h, .“, x,,)) 
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is valid. It is well known [ 131 that if T is commutative then T-Alg has a 
symmetric monoidal closed structure, of which the internal hom[A, B] 
is simply the set of T-algebra homomorphisms A -+ B, with T-algebra 
structure defined pointwise, and the tensor product A @B classifies 
“bihomomorphisms,” i.e., homomorphisms A @ B -+ C correspond to func- 
tions A x B + C which are homomorphic in each variable if the other is 
held constant. In general, this monoidal structure is clearly not the 
Cartesian product structure, even if T-Alg is also Cartesian closed (consider 
the theory of M-sets for a commutative monoid M), but it is nonetheless 
of interest to ask whether A @ B could coincide with A x B. 
If so, then we note immediately that the free T-algebra on one generator 
(which is a unit for 0) must coincide with the singleton T-algebra (the unit 
for x ); so T has only one unary operation, or equivalently every operation 
p of T satisfies 
p(x, x, . ..) x) =x. (1) 
Operations satisfying this identity are called affine [l l] (some other 
authors call them idempotent, but this invites confusion with the notion of 
idempotent unary operation); we say T is affme if all its operations are 
afline. An atline operation p satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.3, with 
q = p and the ui and vj all taken to be the identity operation; but if T-Alg 
is to be Cartesian closed, then by Lemma 3.4 we must also have 
pCxl 3 -x2? ...> -x,,) =p.i XI (2) 
for 1 6 i < n. Combining these n conditions, we obtain the identity 
PMXI, 2 ...Y Xln), Ph? ...> %J, . . . . P(Xn,, ...2 x,,)) 
= AXI, > x22, . ..1 x,,); (3) 
but in the presence of (1) each instance of (2) may be recovered from (3) 
on setting appropriate variables equal. 
We shall call an operation p hyperuffifie if it satisfies Eqs. (1) and (3) 
above, and we call a theory T hyperaffme if its operations are all hyper- 
affine. (For example, in the theory of left R-modules, for a (not necessarily 
commutative) ring R, an operation (x,, . . . . xn) H C rixi is affine iff C ri = 1; 
it is hyperaffine iff in addition the ri are pairwise disjoint idempotents, i.e., 
rf = ri and rirj = 0 for all if j.) In general, a composite of hyperaffine 
operations need not be hyperaffine; but it is so if the operations commute 
with each other, and so the hyperaffine operations in a commutative theory 
form a subtheory-it is easy to see that they include all the projections. 
Note also that a hyperaffine operation commutes with itself, by (3); and so 
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the theory H,, generated by a single operation p, of arity n, satisfying (1) 
and (3) is commutative and hyperaffine. (We adopt the convention that H, 
is the trivial theory whose only operations are the projections.) 
Using 3.5, we may show that the algebras for a commutative hyperafine 
theory form a Cartesian closed category. But in fact we can be more 
specific: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let T be a commutative hyperaffine theory. Then the 
canonical monoidal closed structure on T-Alg is Cartesian closed. In par- 
ticular, T-Alg is Cartesian closed, but it is not a topos (and hence not locally 
Cartesian closed) unless T z H , . 
Prooj: For the first assertion it suffices to show that, given T-algebras 
A, B, and C, a function ,f: A x B + C is a homomorphism iff it is a 
bihomomorphism (for then the universal bihomomorphism A x B -+ A 0 B 
must be bijective). But this is an immediate consequence of Eqs. (1) and 
(3): (1) implies that every homomorphism is a bihomomorphism, and (3) 
implies the converse, since 
f(pAa,, . . . . a,), pe(bl 2 -., b,,)) 
= pc(f(a,, pe(bl, . . . . b,,)), . . . . J’(a,, pB(bl, -., b,))) 
= pc(pc~(f(al, b, 1, . . . . .f(a,, b,,)), . . . . p&la,,, b, L -., f(a,, b,))) 
=pc(f(a,, b,), -,.f’(a,, b,,)). 
For the second assertion, recall from Corollary 2.7 of [S] that if T-Alg 
is a topos then “the unary operations control everything” in the sense that 
the forgetful functor T-Alg + M-Set, where M is the monoid of unary 
operations of T, is full as well as faithful. But that is clearly impossible for 
a non-trivial afflne theory T, since M is trivial. 1 
It should be mentioned that (the first half of) Proposition 4.1 appeared 
previously in work of A. Kock [lo] (who also observed that every hyper- 
afine theory is commutative) and in work of D. Higgs [6]. 
What do commutative hyperafine theories look like? Some illumination 
is provided by the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. A non-degenerate finitely generated commutative hyperaffine 
theory is isomorphic to H,, for some n 2 1. 
Proof: First we note that if p and q are commuting hyperaffine opera- 
tions (of arities n and m, say), then the mn-ary operation 
P(4(X, I, ...? Xh), . . . . 4(x,, 9 .“Y x,,,)) 
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(is hyperaffine and) generates the same theory as {p, q}; so we may as well 
assume that our theory is generated by a single operation p. Next we may 
assume (by casting out redundant variables) that p actually depends on all 
its variables, i.e., that we do not have any identity of the form x eP,, y 
(where x and y are distinct variables). We now show that p cannot satisfy 
any equation other than those which follow from (1) and (3). 
We observe that (1) and (3) allow us to reduce any compound operation 
defined from p to one of the form p(x,, . . . . x,,), where the xi are variables, 
not necessarily all distinct. So any additional equation must be expressible 
in the form 
PC”, 3 . . . . x,,) = p(y,, . . . . yn), 
where the n-tuples of variables (x,, . . . . x,,) and (y, , . . . . y,) are not identical. 
Suppose x, # y,; then we have 
so the ith variable of p is redundant, contrary to our assumption. 1 
We shall have more to say about non-finitely generated commutative 
hyperafline theories in Example 8.8 below. 
Now let A be a non-empty H,-algebra, and fix an element k E A. For each 
i < n, define ui: A ---f A by u,(a) = pA(k, . . . . k, a, k, . . . . k) (where a appears in 
the ith place on the right). It is easily verified that ui is idempotent, and 
that for j# i the composite uiuj is the constant map with value k (so that 
in particular the ui commute with each other). Let A, c A denote the image 
of ui; it is now straightforward to verify that pA: A” -+ A restricts to a bijec- 
tion nr=, Ai -+ A, whose inverse is given by a H (u,(a), . . . . u,(a)). Thus A 
has an n-fold product decomposition. Of course, the sets Ai depend on our 
choice of a basepoint k; but if we make a different choice k’, leading to 
idempotents u,! and subsets A:, we see that uiui = u, and U:U, = u,!, so 
that ui and u,! induce a bijection between Ai and A,! commuting with 
the product decompositions. Moreover, if f: A -+ B is an H,-algebra 
homomorphism, then by choosing the basepoint in B to bef(k) we see that 
f maps Ai into Bi, and so (modulo the product decompositions) f has the 
form ny=, L, where fi: Ai + Bj. 
In the converse direction, we observe that any set which is given in the 
form of an n-fold product nr=, Ai has a canonical H,-algebra structure 
(the operation p, applied to an n-tuple of elements of the product, picks out 
the first coordinate of the first element, the second coordinate of the 
second, and so on), and any map of the form n:=, fi: nl=, A, -+ ny= 1 Bi 
is an H,-algebra homomorphism. We may thus conclude: 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. H,-Alg is equivalent to the category of n-fold Cartesian 
products of sets, i.e., the (non-full) image of the product functor Set” --+ Set 
(the right adjoint to the diagonal). 
At least in the case n = 2. Proposition 4.3 is well known to semigroup 
theorists, to whom Hz-algebras are known as rectangular bands (see 
c3, p. 251). 
Now Set” is a topos, but H,,-Alg is not (for n > 1); the reason is, of 
course, that the product functor is not conservative-it maps any n-tuple 
(A,, A,, ...? A,) for which at least one Ai is empty to the empty set. (See 
[l] for a previous discussion of this bad behaviour of the empty set.) In 
effect, what we must do to Set” to obtain H,-Alg is to “collapse” all the ill- 
supported objects (those which do not map epimorphically to the terminal 
object) by making them isomorphic to the initial object. In the next section 
we shall investigate this collapsing construction on an arbitrary topos. 
5. TWO-VALUED COLLAPSES 
Actually, the collapsing construction works on a larger class of 
categories than toposes. Let 8 be a Cartesian closed category with an initial 
object 0; we shall say that an object A of & is well-supported if the unique 
map A -+ 1 is an epimorphism, and ill-supported otherwise. To avoid tri- 
viality, we suppose that 0 is ill-supported (equivalently, that & is not a 
poset). If d is a regular category, we may substitute “regular epimorphism” 
for “epimorphism” in the definition and throughout the following discus- 
sion; of course, this makes no difference when 8 is a topos. 
We define the two-valued collapse c$,, of & to be the full subcategory of 
6 whose objects are either well-supported or isomorphic to 0. 
LEMMA 5.1. & is corcjlective in Q, and is closed under ,finite products. 
Prooj The coreflector is the identity on well-supported objects, and 
collapses all the ill-supported ones to 0; the functoriality of this construc- 
tion, and the adjunction, is easy to verify since a well-supported object 
cannot map to an ill-supported one. If A and B are well-supported, then 
the projection A x B -+ B is epi since (0 x B preserves epimorphisms, and 
hence A x B is well-supported; on the other hand, 0 x A z 0 for any A since 
an initial object in a Cartesian closed category is necessarily strict. 1 
When d is a topos, & is also closed under exponentiation in 8’ since we 
have A0 r 1 for all A, OA z 0 for well-supported A, and BA is well-suppor- 
ted if B is (since there exists a map B + BA). Only the second of these three 
assertions could possibly be false in general (it is true if 0” is either regular 
or locally Cartesian closed), but even without it we may conclude: 
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COROLLARY 5.2. JV is Cartesian closed. 
Proof: To construct an exponential in &tV, we construct it in 8 and then 
coreflect. 1 
In general, pullbacks in gt,, are not the same as in 6; we have to compute 
the pullback in 8 and then coreflect. However, if & is regular and we have 
a pullback diagram in d 
P-A 
I I g 1 
B-C 
with f regular epi and A, B, C in gt;,, then P is in G$;,; for if BE 0 then 
P z 0, and if B is well-supported then (g is regular epi and so) P is well- 
supported. Thus we may easily conclude: 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf I is regular then so is &, and the inclusion 8’” + 8 
preserves image factorizations. Similarly, if & is effective regular (=exact in 
the sense of Barr) then so is &. 
In connection with the second assertion of Lemma 5.3, note that an 
equivalence relation on a well-supported object A is necessarily well- 
supported, since it contains the diagonal subobject of A x A. 
We recall that a topos (more generally, a regular category) & is said to 
be two-valued if 0 and 1 are the only subobjects of 1 (and 0 2 1). If E is 
Cartesian closed, then any object with support 0 is isomorphic to 0; so we 
deduce 
LEMMA 5.4. For a Cartesian closed regular category &, we have gt;, = 8 
lff d is two-valued. 
If 6 has disjoint finite coproducts, then so does 6”” (and the inclusion 
functor preserves them); moreover, the assignment A H 1 + A defines a 
faithful (non-full) functor T: d -+ 4”. If 6 is locally Cartesian closed (so that 
coproducts are stable under pullback), then we may regard T as a full 
embedding Q -+ gt,,/l + 1, whose image consists precisely of those objects 
B + 1 + 1 whose pullback along the first coprojection 1 + 1 + 1 is 
isomorphic to 1. We thus conclude: 
PROPOSITION 5.5. If d is locally Cartesian closed and has disjoint finite 
coproducts, then it is recoverable up to equivalence from &. In particular, 
for such an E, &‘,,, is locally Cartesian closed iff it coincides with 6’. 
Proof The proof of the first assertion has been sketched above. For the 
second, note that the two-valued collapse is idempotent (i.e., (gt,,),, = et,); 
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so if d and & are both locally Cartesian closed this equality lifts to an 
equality &;, = 6. fl 
It is not clear whether the categories which occur as &, for an 8 satisfy- 
ing the hypotheses of Proposition 5.5, can be characterized intrinsically. 
However, in the next section we shall give an intrinsic characterization of 
collapsed toposes, using a slightly different way of “reconstructing” 6 from 
&, in which the object 1 + I is replaced by the subobject classifier Q. 
6. THE RECONSTRUCTION THEOREM 
Suppose 9? = & is the two-valued collapse of a topos. Then the object 52 
of I belongs to %?, together with its generic subobject T: 1 w Q; moreover, 
it still classifies well-supported subobjects in the sense that, if we are given 
A’ ++ A in %? with A’ well-supported, then there is a unique map A -+ Q in 
%? such that 
A-Q 
is a pullback. (Of course, there will also be maps A + Q for which 
is a pullback, but in general there will be many such.) 
Our standing hypothesis for this section will be that %? is a two-valued 
Cartesian closed category (with all finite limits) possessing a “well-suppor- 
ted-subobject classifier” as above. It is remarkable how much of the basic 
structure of a topos, as developed (for example) in Chapter 1 of [7], can 
be built up from this data, without “going outside the class of well-suppor- 
ted objects.” For example, the Brouwerian semilattice structure ( A, *) on 
Sz may be defined just as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 (even though the well- 
supported subobjects of a given object A need not form a Brouwerian 
semilattice-an intersection of two well-supported subobjects need not be 
well-supported!). 
In what follows, we shall not need the binary join structure on a, but 
we shall require its least element; so we now add to our hypotheses the 
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existence of a (necessarily unique) map I: 1 -+ Q such that 1 x id,: 
1 x Q --f Sz x Q factors through the order-relation Q,, and such that 
is a pullback. 
We may now state the main theorem of this section: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let V be a two-valued Cartesian closed category with 
equalizers, possessing a well-supported-subobject classifier 52 which has a 
least element I classifying the zero subobject of 1. Then there exists a topos 
d such that +Z z c$,,. 
The basic idea of the proof of 6.1 is that we may regard morphisms 
f: A + Q in V as “phantom subobjects” of A, which may be identified with 
“honest subobjects” if the pullback of T: 1 -+ Q along f happens to be well- 
supported. The objects of our topos d will be (the “domains” of) phantom 
subobjects of well-supported objects of ‘3, and its morphisms will be 
“phantom partial maps” between the corresponding well-supported objects 
of %?. For this, we need to observe that the standard construction of partial- 
map classifiers in a topos [7, 1.261 works perfectly well in our situation; 
that is, 
LEMMA 6.2. Let V be a category satisfying the hypotheses of 6.1. Then 
for any well-supported object B of V there exists a monomorphism B H B 
such that, tf 
A’& B 
is any partial map A-B with well-supported domain A’, there is a unique 
7: A -+ B making the square 
a pullback. 
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Again, we think of maps A -+ B in ‘8 as phantom partial maps A-B; we 
write d: 3 -+ 52 for the classifying map of the (well-supported) subobject 
B x-+ B, so that dj” classifies the phantom domain of the phantom partial 
map .C 
we may define composition of phantom partial maps as follows. Let 
m: C + I? classify the partial map 
Id 
c-c 
F 
and let e: c” x B -+ c be the composite 
where e”v corresponds to the partial map 
z‘“x B”’ z;. 
Now define c: c” x BA -+ 2;” as the transpose of the composite 
Z;BXBAX~ e l 2;. dxm +Z;BxB 
We may verify that c internalizes the operation of composing honest partial 
maps whose composite is also honest, in an obvious sense. 
We now define an object of 8 to be a pair (A, f), where A is a well- 
supported object of V and f: A + 0. A morphism (A, f) + (B, g) in d is 
(named by) a morphism h: A -+ B in %? such that 
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commutes, and the pair (A _th B - QB, A -+ 1 -+s Q”) factors through 
sz; H(.QXQ)B2L2B x QB. Given morphisms 
(-4f)A (B, ge-+ (CA 
in 8, we define their composite to be the transpose of 
(of course, it requires checking that this is a morphism of 6), and the iden- 
tity morphism on (A, f) is defined to be the factorization through A” - QA 
of the map A + QA whose transpose is 
where 6 classifies the diagonal subobject of A x A. 
LEMMA 6.3. & is a category. 
The proof of 6.3 is tedious but straightforward, and we shall omit it. 
We have a functor R: d + %? which sends an object (A, f) to the 
pullback of T: 1 - $2 along f, and a morphism h: (A, f) -+ (B, g) to the 
restriction of h to R(A, f) -A (it is straightforward to verify that this 
restriction factors through R(B, g) H B ++ B). Let us say that (A, f) is 
honest if R(A, f) is well-supported; then we easily obtain 
LEMMA 6.4. R restricts to an equivalence from the full subcategory 8,, of 
honest objects of & to the full subcategory G&,, of well-supported objects of %Y. 
An inverse (up to isomorphism) for R is given by the functor T: +&, + 8,, 
which sends A to (A, A + 1 -+T Q). We now extend T to a functor defined 
on the whole of %? by setting TO = (1, I). To make this functorial, we need 
LEMMA 6.5. TO is an initial object of 8. 
Proof. We must show that, for any (A, f ), there is just one h: 1 --f A” in 
%? which defines a morphism TO + (A, f) in 8’. We recall that 2 is defined 
as the equalizer of @ QA + BA and the identity, where cp: QA x A -+ 52 
classifies the subobject ({ }, id,): A - QA x A; so for the present we shall 
regard h as a morphism 1 -+ QA satisfying cph = h, or equivalently 
cp(h x idA) = ev(h x idA) = h: A +Q. Now we have dh= I: l--+52, where d 
should now be regarded as the map QA + Sz classifying { }: A - QA, and 
so 
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A ‘lxid,pXA “1 ,Q A 
commutes. But drc, classifies the subobject { } x id,: A XA 2--) OA x A, 
which contains that classified by cp, and so (cp, LIZ,) factors through 
Q, ~QxX, so that 
h = cp(h x idA) 6 &c,(h x id,) = (A + 1 ---L a) 
in the poset of maps A -+ 52. Since I is (internally) the least element of Q, 
we deduce that R = (A -+ 1 -+ L 52); the fact that (the transpose of) this par- 
ticular map does define a morphism TO + (A, f) in d is easily verified. 1 
COROLLARY 6.6. The jiinctor T: %? + d is a full embedding, left adjoint to 
R: 8 + +Z. 
Proof After 6.4 and 6.5, the only thing we have to verify is that, if A 
is well-supported and (B, g) is not honest, then there are no morphisms 
TA + (B, g) in & (for we know that there are no morphisms 
A ---f R(B, g) E 0 in $7). In fact we shall show that the honest objects form 
a cosieve in 6, i.e., that if (A, f) is honest and h: (A, f) -+ (B, g) then (B, g) 
is honest. 
But if (A, f) is honest (corresponding to a well-supported subobject 
A’ x-+ A), then the first condition in the definition of a morphism says that 
h classifies an honest partial map A-B with domain A’. The second condi- 
tion says that the pair (II/, g7c2): A x B + Q x Sz factors through Sz, , where 
Ic/ classifies the graph A’ H A x B of this partial map, and hence that 
A’ ,< A x B’ as subobjects of A x B, where B’ = R(B, g). But this forces 
A x B’ and hence B’ to be well-supported. 1 
It is now clear that we shall be able to identify %? with c$,,, provided we 
can show that d is a topos. We next embark on this task. 
LEMMA 6.7. d has finite products, and T preserves them. 
Proof: The terminal object is Tl; it is easy to see that the unique 
morphism h: A + 7 z Q in %9’ which defines a morphism (A, f) -+ Tl in d 
is f itself. The product of two objects (A, f) and (B, g) is (A x B, 
A (f~,, gnr)); the product projections are the phantom partial maps from 
A x B to A and B which are the restrictions of the real product projections 
in %’ to the appropriate phantom subobject, and we define pairing for 
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morphisms in I using the morphism 2 x B + A?% which classifies the 
partial map 
Id 
AxB-AxB 
Verification of the remaining details is straightforward. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.8. 6 is cartesian closed. 
Proof: Given objects (A, f) and (B, g) of I, a morphism (A, f) + 
(B, g) is a particular kind of morphism A + B in ‘3, so we should expect 
(4 g) (‘A to be a phantom subobject of BA. We define it to be 
PA, A (c,, c,)), where c, and c2 are morphisms BA + Q corresponding to 
the two conditions in the definition of a morphism of 8. Specifically, c, is 
the composite 
dA BA-Q A -./- ’ Q, 
where ‘f’ classifies f: 1 w QA, and c2 is the composite 
where aBxA classifies Qyx A w Q’” A x RBx A. The verification of the 
adjunction between (0 x (A, f) and (-)(A,f) is straightforward. 1 
We observe that if f and g are two morphisms A + 52 in $2 such that 
(f, g) factors through Q, w s2 x Q, then the morphism A + 2 in $7 which 
defines the identity on (A, f) also defines a morphism (A, f) --f (A, g) in &‘, 
which is clearly manic. We shall call a monomorphism of this form a 
canonical subobject of (A, g). Using canonical subobjects, we may verify 
LEMMA 6.9. d has equalizers. 
ProoJ Let h and k be any two morphisms (A, f) + (B, g) in 8. We 
define their equalizer to be the canonical subobject (A, e) of (A, f), where 
e = A(.L adh, k)) 
and 6,: Bx 3 --+ 0 classifies the diagonal subobject of B x B. It is then 
straightforward to verify that, given any morphism I: (C, j) + (A, f) in 8, 
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we have hl= kf iff 1 is also a morphism (C, j) -+ (A, e), and hence that 
(A, e) is indeed the required equalizer. 1 
It is well known that in any topos s’i is isomorphic to the order-relation 
Q, , and this works in our context too: the isomorphism d --) Q, classifies 
the pair of well-supported subobjects 
of which the first is contained in the second, and its inverse classifies the 
partial map 
Using this, we easily obtain 
LEMMA 6.10. TQ is a classifier .for canonical subobjects in 8. 
Proof: A morphism (A, ,f) + TQ in 8 corresponds to a morphism 
h: A + fi such that dh =f (the second condition in the definition of a 
morphism of 8 being vacuous when the codomain has the form TB for a 
well-supported B), and hence to a morphism A + Q, whose second coor- 
dinate isf, or equivalently to a morphism e: A + Q such that (e, f) factors 
through !2, . So we have a bijection between morphisms h: (A, f) -+ TQ 
and canonical subobjects (A, e) z-+ (A, f); moreover, it is not hard to show 
that this bijection makes 
(A, e) - (Q id*) 
a pullback for airy h. Note that (Q, id,) is an honest object, and hence that 
it can be shown to be isomorphic to Tl, the isomorphism identifying the 
canonical inclusion (52, ida) ++ TQ with TT. 1 
To complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, we need to show that every 
monomorphism in d is isomorphic to a canonical subobject. 
LEMMA 6.11. Let h: (A, f) + (B, g) be a monomorphism in b. Then the 
double transpose I% B -+ QA qf the composite h: A -+ B - l2’ factors 
through A + QA. 
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Proof. To verify this, it is convenient o use a description of A” different 
from that we have used hitherto, namely the pullback of sZ;l ‘A w 
QAXAxRAXA along 
where 6 classifies the diagonal subobject of A x A and sq is the transpose 
of the map 
(i.e., sq internalizes the operation of “squaring” a phantom subobject of A). 
To show that this definition is equivalent o the usual one, one verifies that 
( 1: A w RA factors through this pullback, and that it has the same 
universal property as the usual definition; we omit the details. 
Now, given h, the constructions given earlier for products and equalizers 
in d tell us that the pullback of h against itself may be written in the form 
(A x A, e), where e is an appropriate map A x A + Sz; and the assertion 
that h is manic (i.e., that the two projections from this pullback to (A,f) 
are equal) tells us that (e, 6) factors through 0, w R x Q. Reinterpreting 
this condition in terms of h says precisely that h=: B + SZA factors through 
the pullback defined above. Again, we leave the details of the verification 
to the reader. 1 
COROLLARY 6.12. Every monomorphism in d is isomorphic to a canoni- 
cal one. 
Proof. Let h: (A, f) + (B, g) be a monomorphism, and let 4: B + A” be 
as in Lema 6.11. The composite 
will not in general be equal to g, but the pair (f ‘, g) will factor through 
G?, w Q x Q (because h satisfies the second condition in the definition 
of a morphism of a), so that (B, f ‘) is a canonical subobject of 
(B, g). Moreover, h: (A, f) + (B, g) factors through this subobject; and the 
resulting morphism h: (A, f) + (B, f ‘) is an isomorphism, with inverse 
h=: (B, f ‘) + (A, f ). Once again, the details are straightforward. 1 
Combining 6.7-6.12, we have verified that & is a topos; thus the proof 
of Theorem 6.1 is complete. 
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7. CARTESIAN CLOSED VARIETIES AS COLLAPSED TOPOSES 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2, by showing that 
condition (3) of that theorem implies that T-Alg satisfies the hypotheses of 
the Reconstruction Theorem 6.1. 
We have noted that condition (3)(b) of 1.2 and condition (3) of 1.3 are 
both formal weakenings of condition (3)(b) of 1.1. Since they appear to be 
weakened “in opposite directions,” it is perhaps surprising that the first one 
implies the second, not for T itself but for a theory closely associated with 
it. Let T+ be the theory of pointed T-algebras, i.e., the theory obtained 
from T by adjoining a new constant k and no new equations. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let T be a theory satisfying condition (3)(b) of 
Theorem 1.2. Then T+ satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 1.3. 
ProoJ First we observe that an n-ary operation of T+ may be con- 
sidered as an (n + 1)-ary operation of T with k substituted for one of the 
variables. So it suffices to verify the condition of 1.3 for an operation 
P(X 1, ..., x,) of T (although the unary operations which we construct will 
involve k). Given p, let q(yl, . . . . y,), uj, u,, and c( be as in condition (3)(b) 
of 1.2; then apply (3)(b) again to q to obtain r(z,, . . . . z,), w,, tj, and fl such 
that 
r( w, z, . . . . w,z) = z 
and 
wj4(Y* 9 “.7 Ym) =r, j tj(Yg(j)) (1 Gj,<l). 
Then we have 
But 
Pb,, . . . . x,) = du, p, . . . . %P) 
= r(wI 4(u, P, . . . . urn P), . . . . w,q(u, P, . . . . u,p)). 
wjq(“l P, “‘) um p) =r,, tj”p(j) p 
or, j W!q(k, ...> k, up(j) Pv k, ...y kh 
and 
wjq(k, ...f k> ug(j) P(X, > ..v Xn), ka ...y k) = wjq(k, ...) k, u~(,)(Xn~(j))~ k, ...) k), 
So if we define q’ = r, u,!(x) = w,q(k, ,.., k, u~~~~(x), k, .. . . k), 
vi(x) = w,q(k, . ..) k, up(j)(X), k, ...> k), 
and CL’ = et/l, we see that the conditions in (3) of 1.3 are satisfied. 1 
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COROLLARY 7.2. Let T be a theory satisfying condition (3)(b) of 
Theorem 1.2. Then T-Alg has a well-supported-subobject classifier. 
Proof Let L2 be the subobject classifier for T+-Alg, as constructed in 
Section 2. Now, given any non-empty subalgebra A’ of a T-algebra A, we 
may enrich A and A’ to T+-algebras by choosing a basepoint k, E A’, and 
then 2.4 yields a unique T+-homomorphism h: A + Q with hK’(k,) = A’. 
Formally, the definition of h appears to depend on the choice of k,; 
but if we make a different choice k’,, leading to a homomorphism h’, then 
since h’ maps the whole of A’ to k, it is still a T+-homomorphism for our 
original choice of k,, and so must coincide with h. So h is the unique 
T-homomorphism A + L? with h-‘(k,) = A’. m 
Next, we must verify that the least element of 0 (i.e., the subalgebra (k) 
of the free T+-algebra F+(x) on one generator generated by the constant 
k) forms a singleton sub-T-algebra of Q (it is not, of course, a sub-T+- 
algebra), so that it defines a map I: 1 -+ Sz in T-Alp For this we need to 
invoke condition (3)(a): 
LEMMA 7.3. Let T be a theory satisfying condition (3) qf Theorem 1.2. 
Then { (k) } is a singleton sub-T-algebra of a. 
Proof: It will be convenient to regard F+(x) as the free T-algebra 
F(k, x) on two generators k and x, and (k) as the free T-algebra on k. Let 
u be a unary operation of T; by definition, we have 
But the assertion that u(k, ux) belongs to (k) means that it does not 
depend on the variable x, i.e., that ux --v,z uy. So by (3)(a) of 1.2 we have 
xq2 y, i.e., u(k, X)E (k). 1 
We have now verified all the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 for the category 
T-Alg, where T is a theory satisfying condition (3) of Theorem 1.2: finite 
completeness and two-valuedness are true for any T (provided it has no 
constants), Cartesian closedness was established in 3.5, and the existence 
and properties of Q were established in 7.2 and 7.3. So the proof of 
Theorem 1.2 is complete. 
8. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 
Remark 8.1. The replacement of condition (3)(a) in Theorem 1.1 by the 
stronger condition (3)(a) in 1.2 is unavoidable. Let T be the theory 
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generated by a unary operation u and a binary operation h, subject to the 
equations 
b(x, x) = x, b(4.T Y), b(z, 1)) = w, f) 
and 
ub(x, y) = uy = b( ux, y). 
Thus a T-algebra is an Hz-algebra (as defined in Section 4) with (if it is 
non-empty) a distinguished element in its first factor. It is not hard to 
verify that T satisfies (3)(a) of 1.1 and (3)(b) of 1.2, but not (3)(a) of 1.2 
(not even the particular case of (3)(a) used in the proof of Lemma 7.3). 
Remark 8.2. Nevertheless, the conjunction of (3)(a) of 1.1 and (3) of 
1.3 does imply (3)(a) of 1.2. For suppose 
does not depend on xi for some i; then if up(y, , . . . . y,,) = v( yi) for some j
we cannot have a(j) = i (otherwise the composite vwj would be a pseudo- 
constant), and hence in an equation of the form 
P(Y 1 , ..‘> Y,,) = d~l(Y8ClJl ...Y %(Y/3h))) 
we have a/J(k) # i for all k, so that the right-hand side does not depend on 
any vj with a(j) = i. Since condition (3)(b) of 1.1 trivially implies both 
(3)(b) of 1.2 and (3) of 1.3, it follows that Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 provide us 
with a new proof, completely independent of that given in [S], of the 
implication (3) =z- (1) of Theorem 1.1. 
Remark 8.3. The syntactic condition (3) of 1.3, unlike those of 1.1 and 
1.2, does not place any ban on the presence of constants in T. Indeed, if T 
is a theory satisfying the conditions of 1.3, and T’ is any theory obtained 
from T by adding new constants and (possibly) new equations, then T’ also 
satisfies the conditions of 1.3 (this is easy to see using condition (2), as well 
as (3)). One might be tempted to conjecture, after 7.1, that every theory 
satisfying 1.3 could be obtained by adding constants to a theory satisfying 
condition (3)(b) of 1.2, but this is not so: the following counterexample 
was pointed out by Peter Freyd. Let T be generated by two unary opera- 
tions I, r and a binary operation b, satisfying 
Ib(x, Y) = x and rb(x, Y) = y. 
Thus a T-algebra is a set A equipped with a specified retraction A -+ A x A 
(cf. [S, Example 1.31). It is not hard to verify that T satisfies condition (3) 
of 1.3; but it has no constants (or pseudo-constants), and does not satisfy 
(3)(b) of 1.2. 
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Remark 8.4. The non-degenerateness a sumption in Theorems 1.1 and 
1.2 cannot be omitted. It is well known that there are two degenerate 
(single-sorted) varieties, of which one contains only singleton algebras and 
the other contains the empty algebra as well. The first one is a topos (the 
degenerate topos) but the second, although locally Cartesian closed (indeed, 
a quasitopos), is not a topos. The second one may be regarded as the “two- 
valued collapse” of the degenerate topos, if we modify the definition of & 
by saying that it is obtained by adjoining a strict initial object to gww,; but 
if so then the first one is not the two-valued collapse of any topos. 
Remark 8.5. Similarly, the assumption on pseudo-constants in 
Theorem 1.3 is essential. If T is a theory having a pseudo-constant but no 
constants, then T-Alg cannot have a subobject classifier: for the singleton 
algebra 1 has two distinct subalgebras, but there is at most one homo- 
morphism from 1 to any other T-algebra. On the other hand, if T is a 
theory with a constant which satisfies the conditions of 1.3, then the theory 
T’ obtained from T on replacing all its constants by pseudo-constants still 
satisfies (2) of 1.3, since subalgebra lattices in T’-Alg are obtained from 
those in T-Alg simply by adding a new bottom element below the original 
one. (In fact, as hinted in Section 2, the equivalence of (2) and (3) in 1.3 
remains valid without the assumption on pseudo-constants.) 
When does a topos d collapse to a variety? Since a variety is cocomplete 
[14] and has small horn-sets, it is easy to verify that the same conditions 
hold for a topos reconstructed from it as in Section 6; so a necessary condi- 
tion is that & be defined over Set [7,4.41], and we shall see shortly that 
d must in fact be a Grothendieck topos. Before proceeding further, 
however, we should note that the question above (and the similar question 
“When is a topos a variety?’ asked at the end of [S]) contains what 
philosophers would call a category mistake: a topos is a certain type of 
abstract category, whereas a variety is a certain type of concrete category 
-so that, in order to answer the question whether &C;, is a variety, we need 
to specify what should be considered as the forgetful functor F,, ---f Set. Of 
course, this functor must be representable, so what we really have to do is 
to specify the representing object (G, say). There are two properties which 
G must clearly possess: it must be a generator for & (so that hom(G, -) 
is faithful) and it must be projective (so that hom(G, -) preserves 
epimorphisms). But in fact these two properties are sufficient: given both of 
them, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that E,,,, equipped with the functor 
hom(G, -): G;, + Set, satisfies the hypotheses of Linton’s theorem [12] 
characterizing varieties. 
The question can thus be rephrased: “When does & have a projective 
generator?” The answer is very simple: 
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LEMMA 8.6. Let 8 be a cocomplete topos with small horn-sets. Then &tV 
has a projective generator iff 8 has a set of projective generators. 
Proof If { Gi( iG Z} is a set of projective generators for 8, then the 
coproduct CiE, Gi is projective in & (by a standard theorem) and hence in 
4,,; moreover, it is a generator for gWw, (equivalently, for &), since if we are 
given 
AtB 
with f # g and A well-supported, we can find hi: Gj -+ A with fhi # gh, for 
some i E Z, and then for each j # i we can find some h, : G, -+ A by projec- 
tivity. 
Conversely, suppose G is projective and generates G;,. Then the com- 
plemented subobjects of G (form a set and) generate 8, for iff, g: A --f B 
are any two morphisms of d with f # g, then 
A+lsB+l 
x + Id 
are distinct morphisms between well-supported objects, and the pullback of 
any h: G + A + 1 along the first coprojection is a complemented subobject 
of G. Moreover, a complemented subobject of a projective is projective, for 
if G’ ++ G is a complemented subobject and we are given 
we may form a diagram 
where the front dashed arrow exists by projectivity of G, and the back one 
exists because the bottom parallelogram is a pullback. [ 
Together with the discussion preceding it, Lemma 8.6 establishes the 
equivalence of conditions (2) and (3) in Theorem 1.4. It also provides us 
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with a plentiful supply of examples of toposes which collapse to varieties 
(and hence of Cartesian closed varieties); we next discuss two classes of 
these. 
EXAMPLE 8.7. For any presheaf topos SetCop, the representable functors 
Cop + Set form a set of projective generators. In this case we may describe 
the corresponding algebraic theory T, explicitly, as follows: first we take a 
hyperafline operation p of arity n (where n is the cardinality of the set of 
objects of C), and then for each a: i + j in C we take a unary operation U, 
satisfying the equations 
and 
u,(x) =p.k x for all k # i 
u, Pb, 3 .‘.> xn) -p,i aq 
which say that, for a non-empty Tc-algebra A, u, defines a function from 
the jth factor of the canonical product decomposition of A (cf. 4.3) to the 
ith factor. Finally, given any commutative triangle 
k 
in C, we add the equation u,u~(x) =P,i u,(x). 
It is worth remarking that the topos Set”’ is two-valued iff C is strongly 
connected (i.e., given any two objects of C, there are morphisms in either 
direction between them), and that a category satisfying this condition does 
not have to be “Morita-equivalent” to a monoid. Thus, by Lemma 5.4, 
Example 8.7 provides us with further examples of toposes which are them- 
selves varieties, besides those discussed in [S]. 
EXAMPLE 8.8. Let d = Sh(L) be the topos of sheaves on a zero-dimen- 
sional locale L. Then the complemented subobjects of 1 form a set of gener- 
ators for d; they are projective iff L is strongly zero-dimensional, i.e., every 
covering of 1 in L has a pairwise disjoint refinement. (In particular, this 
condition holds if L is compact as well as zero-dimensional, i.e., if it is (the 
open-set locale of) the Stone space of a Boolean algebra, or if L itself is a 
complete Boolean algebra-f. [7, Theorem 5.391 in the latter case.) The 
toposes obtained from strongly zero-dimensional locales are precisely those 
for which 1 is a projective generator for q,, ; the varieties to which they 
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collapse are precisely the commutative hyperaffine ones discussed in 
Section 4. In the case when L is compact (which corresponds to the theory 
being finitary), the corresponding theory again has an explicit description; 
it consists precisely of the hyperafline operations in the theory of 
B-modules, where B is the Boolean ring corresponding to L under Stone 
duality. (These theories have recently been studied in detail by G. M. 
Bergman [2].) 
9. MANY-SORTED THEORIES 
In this final section our aim is to complete the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
Before doing so, however, we note that it is necessary to take some care in 
defining the notion of pseudo-constant, and the property of non- 
degenerateness, in the many-sorted case. In this context, a pseudo-constunt 
must be taken to be any operation of positive arity which does not depend 
on any of its variables; of course, in the single-sorted case, such an opera- 
tion may be reduced to a unary one by setting all its variables equal, but 
we cannot do this here since the variables may be of different sorts. We say 
that the ith sort of an n-sorted theory T is degenerate if the identity unary 
operation of sort i is pseudo-constant; and we say that T is non-degenerate 
if none of its n sorts is degenerate. (This is equivalent to saying that there 
exists a T-algebra having at least two elements of each sort, and also to 
saying that the free functor Set” -+ T-Alg is faithful-the proofs are essen- 
tially the same as in the single-sorted case.) Clearly, there is a weaker 
notion of non-degenerateness, in which we merely require T to have at 
least one non-degenerate sort; but if we allow this, it is easy to construct 
examples of many-sorted varieties which are locally Cartesian closed 
(indeed, are quasitoposes) but not toposes. 
The key to reducing many-sorted problems to single-sorted ones is a 
result of M. Barr [ 1, Theorem 51, which we may paraphrase as follows: 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let T be an n-sorted algebraic theory having no con- 
stunts of any sort (equivalently, such that the initial T-algebra has all its 
sorts empty). Then the two-valued collapse qf T-Alg is a single-sorted variety. 
(Example 8.7 is of course a special case of this result, as indeed is Proposi- 
tion 4.3.) 
LEMMA 9.2. Let T be an n-sorted theory such that T-Alg is Cartesian 
closed. If T has a pseudo-constant operation of sort i, then the ith sort of T 
is degenerate. 
Proof: The argument is similar to that used to prove Lemma 3.2. 
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Suppose u is a pseudo-constant of sort i, involving variables of sorts 
. . 
Jl, J2r . . . . j,. We consider the product of free algebras 
F(xj,, . . . . xi,> Y,, 3 ..., Y/J x F(x,) 
(where the sort of each free generator is indicated by its subscript) as the 
coproduct of F(x,, , . . . . x,J x F(x,) and F( vi,, . . . . y,,,) x F(xi). We may define 
a homomorphism 
h: F(x,,, . . . . x,_, Y/I, ...T Y.,~) X F(Xi) + F(Y;, -I) 
such that h(p, q(xi)) = q(y,) if p depends only on the x,~, and h(p, q(xi)) = 
q(z,) if p depends only on the y,. Taking p = u and q to be the identity 
operation of sort i, we obtain yi = zi; so the ith sort of T is degenerate. 1 
Thus, if T is a non-degenerate many-sorted theory such that T-Alg is 
Cartesian closed, it has no pseudo-constants (and a fortiori no constants) 
of any sort; so, in particular, Proposition 9.1 is applicable to it. But 
(T-Alg),, is Cartesian closed by Corollary 5.2, and so by Theorem 1.2 it 
coincides with the two-valued collapse of a topos. Moreover, the absence 
of pseudo-constants implies (just as in the single-sorted case) that 
coproducts in T-Alg are disjoint; and so from Proposition 5.5 we may 
immediately conclude 
PROPOSITION 9.3. Let T be a non-degenerate many-sorted theory. Zf 
T-Alg is locally Cartesian closed, then it is a topos. 
The implication (1) * (2) of Theorem 1.4 follows at once from Proposi- 
tions 9.3 and 9.1. It remains to establish the implication (3) =z- (1); but this 
follows easily from the many-sorted version of Linton’s theorem (cf. 
[4, 5.12]), since if (Gil 1 < ifn} is a set of projective generators for a 
Grothendieck topos 8 then the functor 8 -+ Set” whose ith coordinate is 
hom(G,, -) satisfies the hypotheses of that theorem. (We may ensure that 
the resulting n-sorted theory has all its sorts non-degenerate, simply by 
deleting 0 if it happens to occur as a member of our set of generators.) 
As a final remark, it should be pointed out that the methods of 
[S], unlike (most of) those used in the present paper, were not heavily 
dependent on the single-sortedness of T, except at one point (in the proof 
of Lemma 3.5) where it was necessary to reduce an arbitrary operation to 
a unary one by setting all its variables equal. I was never able to find a 
many-sorted substitute for Lemma 3.5 of [IS]; and thus it is particularly 
gratifying that the entirely different methods of this paper yield a many- 
sorted version of Theorem 1.1 in Proposition 9.3 above. (Of course, we 
have not in this paper obtained syntactic conditions for a many-sorted 
variety to be Cartesian closed or a topos; it should in theory be possible to 
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extract them via 9.1, using an explicit description of the syntax of (T-Alg),, 
similar to that which we gave for unary many-sorted theories (= theories 
of presheaves) in Example 8.7, but it seems doubtful whether the effort 
involved would be worthwhile.) 
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